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REVIEW.

Physiological Quantities or Constants. —V. H. WYATT WINGRAVE, M. R. C. S.
Kimpton, London, pp. 41.

THE most practical of specialists cannot now-a-days afford to throw
aside his once crammed physiology, and a genuine aid to the acquisition
and retention of the facts of that department of science will be a not
unwelcome addition to his study table. The work before us has the
advantage that it can be comfortably carried in the pocket—even the
waistcoat pocket—and at odd moments may be extracted for reference on
particular points, or for a well-repaid general feuilletage. Those who
have at all recently read up such a work as Foster, Landois, Kirke, or
even Ashby, must have found themselves at the end of a chapter in fair
possession of the general facts, but somewhat exhausted by the endeavour
to cope, at the same time, with the figures. The margins of the leaves
and the fly-leaves are generally utilised for scribbling down these
troublesome numbers, but to collate them in the present convenient form
seems to us a most happy thought on the part of Mr. Wyatt Wingrave.
Many readers (besides " students preparing for examination ") will greatly
refresh their memories of larger works, and exercise themselves in
recalling the facts, while using Mr. Wingrave's figures as pegs on which
to hang them. We have here offered, we think, a good raison d'itre for
this practical and unpedantic, if necessarily rather "dry" little work.

Dundas Grant.

NOTES.
NURSE MARIAN PINCOFFS has designed some "Nurse Instructions,"
which are published by Gilbertson & Sons, St. Andrew's Street, Holborn
Circus, London.

This is a sheet on which are printed all the matters which are requisite
for the nurse in attendance on a patient to have given as instructions.
The doctor is supposed to fill up the blank spaces with orders as to food,
drinks, medicines, temperature taking, how often to be roused, position
of the patient, washing, sponging, baths, temperature of room, poultices,
fomentations, etc., etc., enemas and vaginal syringing, gargles and
inhalations, specimens of urine, faeces, vomit, etc., for examination, orders
what to do in case of emergency, etc., etc., so that there can be no mistake
as to the nurse's instructions. The sheets have met with commendation
from hospital physicians, and we have no doubt will prove of great
service. It is in private nursing where instructions are so frequently
evaded or neglected, perhaps carelessly given and badly understood.
With such a sheet as this, signed by the doctor, there can be no excuse
on the part of the nurse or doctor if the fullest instructions are not given
and completely carried out, and Nurse Pincoffs has supplied a want in
publishing these charts of instructions.

Q
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W E are requested by the Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh to
make the following announcement:—

PARKIN BEQUEST.

In terms of the Bequest made to the Royal College of Physicians of
Edinburgh by the late Dr. John Parkin, Fellow of the College, a Prize is
hereby offered for the best Essay " On the Curative Effects of Carbonic
" Acid Gas or other forms of Carbon in Cholera, the different forms of
" Fever, and other Diseases."

The Prize is of the value of One Hundred Pounds sterling, and is
open to Competitors of all nations.

Essays intended for Competition, which must be written in the
English language, to be received by the Secretary not later than 31st
December, 1892. Each Essay must bear a motto, and be accompanied
by a sealed envelope bearing the same motto outside and the author's
name inside.

The successful Candidate must publish his Essay at his own expense,
and present a printed copy of it to the College within the space of three
months after the adjudication of the Prize.

In name and by authority of the Council of the College.
G. A. GIBSON, M.D., Secretary.

9th March, 1891.

Withtrby&° Co., Printers, 326, Hifh Holtotn, Lcndon, W.C.
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THE THROAT HOSPITAL,
GOLDEN SQUARES, W.

ESTABLISHED 1863.

President—LORD CALTHORPE.

Upwards of 100,000 Out-patients treated since the Hospital was Established ;
ig Beds for In-patients.

The Hospital is open to occasional professional visitors. Fees for regular attendance on the Practice,
£3 3s. for three months, £ 5 5s. for six months.

Post-Graduate Coarse of Laryngology, RUnology, Etc.

SYSTEMATIC COURSES OF INSTRUCTION,

Each consisting of twelve Lectures, Clinical and Pathological Demon-

slrations, etc., are conducted by Members of the Staff.

The object of these Courses is to give Actual Instruction in the
Diagnosis and Treatment of Diseases of the Throat and Nose, and the
Practitioner is allowed the opportunity of handling the Patients himself,
under the guidance of Members of the Staff and their Clinical Assistants.

The Lectures are free to Students of the Hospital.
Fee, £2 2s.

Application to be made to the DEAN, at

THE 'THROAT HOSPITAL, GOLDEN SQUARF,
From whom Prospectuses of the Conrse can be obtained.
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THE THROAT AND VOICE,
LONDON] APRIL. [1891

CHLORATE OF POTASH TABLOIDS.

FOR AFFECTIONS OF THE VOICE, THROAT AND

RESPIRATORY SURFACES GENERALLY.

By using the Tabloids the drug is effectually
brought in contact with the oral mucous surfaces
as a continuous gargle, and its specific action made

certain. In acute sore
throat, Chlorate of
Potash " usually re-
lieves the uneasiness
in a few hours "
(Cohen). " I t is used
in ulcerated mouth

and follicular pharyngitis, and has been employed
in croup, diphtheria, and spasm of the larynx"
(Brunton).

" Of convenient size, they are beautifully made ; and, as
they dissolve slowly in the mouth, are well suited for throat
affections."—THE LANCET.

Supplied to the Medical Profession in beautifully graven
white metal boxes, blue silk label, at 4d. and 8d. each.
Retail prices, 6d. and is. each.

CHLORIDE OF AMMONIUM TABLOIDS.

The solvent and discutient as well as antiphlo-
gistic powers of Chloride of Ammonium are well
known, and have led to its extensive employment
in cases of sore throat and bronchitis, attended
with abundant secretion of thick and tough mucus
or phlegm. The Tabloids slowly dissolving secure
direct and continuous contact with the inflamed
surface. They quickly mitigate irritation, and
lessen expectoration.

Two or three of the Tabloids will sometimes entirely
relieve coughs that have long resisted treatment with
ordinary remedies.

Supplied to the Medical Profession in bottles, at sd.
and od. each. Retail prices, 6d. and is. each.

VOICE TABLOIDS.

Composed of COCAINE, Chlorate of Potash and
Borax.

Impart a clear and silvery tone to the voice.
Easily retained in
the mouth while
singing or speak-

i ing. Now used by
I the leading singers
and public speakers
throughout the
world.

DIRECTIONS.—A single Tabloid may be slowly
dissolved in the mouth to remove huskiness or
hoarseness.

Supplied to the Medical Profession in beautifully graven
white metal boxes, blue silk label, at 8d. and is. 4d. each.
Retail prices, is. and zs. per box.

SAL PRUNELLA TABLOIDS.

(NITRATE OF POTASH.)

" A popular remedy, sometimes successful in
mild cases of incipient inflammatory sore throat, is
a small piece of nitre allowed to dissolve slowly in
the mouth " (Waring).

DIRECTIONS.—One or more (5 gr.) "Tabloids should be
dissolved slowly in the mouth for the local effect.

Supp'ied to the Medical Profession, in bottles of 100, at
9d. each. Retail price, is. each.

HAZELIHE.

This drug is highly commended
by the British Medical Associa-
tion's Committee on Therapeutics.
Hazeline, being prepared from the
fresh green twigs, contains all the
valuable volatile principles of
the plant Witch Hazel, and is
much more uniform and reliable
in its action than are the tinctures,
fluid extracts, etc., prepared from

The Witch Hazel the dried bark.
Plant.

DIRECTIONS :—In Catarrh or cold in the head it may
be sniffed up the nostrils with an equal part of tepid »ater.

Dose for irritated or inflamed throat and lungs, half to
one teaspoonful occasionally.

Supplied to the Medical Profession in J lb.and 1 lb.bottles,
at is. 2d. and 3s. 6d. each. Retail prices, is. 6d. and 4s. 6d,
each.

YEREKER'S IMPROVED CHLORIDE OF AMMOHIUM
INHALER.

" The neutral vapour of Chloride of Ammonium
removes unhealthy and offensive secretions, and
restores the long diseased or weakened nasal and
respiratory mucous membrane to a healthy state,

so that in cases of
catarrh, where
thickening, indu-
ration and irrita-
tion exist a most
decided improve-
ment is brought
about in a short
time." In "throat-

cough,1' pharyngeal irritation, and relaxation and
weakness of the throat, it acts as a most effective
alterative and tonic to the mucous membrane.

Dr. SMVLY, Ex.-Pres. Royal College of Surgeons, Ireland,
says :—" It is the best Inhaler for Chloride of Ammonium
I have met with." %

Supplied to the Medical Profession at 5s. each.
Retail 7s. each

Burroughs, Wellcome & Co., Snow Hill Buildings, London, E.C.
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KEGISTERED

"PUMILINE"
TEADE MASK

IS INDICATED IN

LARYNGEAL CATARRH,
BRONCHIAL and

I>XJlL.lVIONlLIiY AFFECTIONS,
RHEUMATISM, GOUT.

LARYNGEAL AND PULMONARY
AFFECTIONS.

GOUTY AND RHEUMATIC AFFECTIONS.
Pumiline Baths (obtained by dissolving the

- . . . . . , . , , . . , Extract in hot water) followed by frictions with
Internal administration and inhalations of the ^ L i m m e n t o v e r t h e a f f e c t e d / o i n t s . a l s o A e

internal administration of the Essence.
Pumiline Essence.

THE efficacy of the Pumiline Preparations has been confirmed
by extensive clinical experience and in private practice.

Over 1000 Testimonials from Medical Men.

SIK MORELL MACKENZIE writes:—" It is a valuable preparation; admirable in Bronchitis
and Laryngeal Catarrh."

Dr. LITTON FORBES, F.R.C.S., Senior Surgeon to the Eye, Ear, and Nose Hospital, Wells
Street, W., writes:—" PUMILINE is the best Inhalant we have. I prescribe it largely, with

great success."

Dr. "WILSON 'WRIGHT, F.R.C.S., Senior Surgeon to the Birmingham and Midland Throat

Hospital, wri tes:—"PUMILINE has never failed to give the patient and myself great satisfaction."

The JOURNAL OF LARYNGOLOGY says:—"We accord PUMILINE the first place in the
market."

PUMILINE ESSENCE,
1/6 and 2/6 per Bottle,
For Inhalation and Internal Use.

PUMILINE EXTRACT,
1/- per Bottle,

For Baths and Poultices.

PUMILINE OINTMENT,
1/1£ and 2/9 per Pot,

For Skin Affections.

PUMILINE SOAP,
6d. and Is. per Tablet,

Superfatted Hygienic Toilet.

PUMILINE JUJUBES.
l/li and 2/3 per Box.

PUMILINE LINIMENT.
l/li and 2/0 per Bottle.

PUMILINE Antiseptic WOOL,
2/- per Sheet (38 x 24).

Copies of Analytical Reports, Pamphlets, and Samples of Pumiline Essence, Extracts,
Jujubes, Ointment, Liniment, Soap, and a Pneumatic Spray for Deodorizing, sent F R E E

to Medical Men on application to—

6. k G. STERN, 62, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.
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The 'Rose,"Shamrock/ and 'Thistle/

KECTAL FEEDING.

" I think your ' Caffyn's Liquor Carnis' an admi-
rable preparation, and I expect to prescribe it very
often for the future.

"Recently I have had a lady suffering from Gastric
Ulcer under my care, and yesterday she completed a
fortnight, during which time she lived entirely on
Liquor Carnis with Milk, and occasionally a little
brandy, being all administered by the rectum.

"She returned to her home in Wexford this
morning, and although somewhat weak, did
not appear to suffer much from the restricted /

diet. /

"CHARLES H. ROBINSON,
"Fellow and Examiner,

"R.C.S.L, &>c.

" 35, Harcourt Street, Dublin."

Ease of
Assimilation
Two bottles of Caffyn's Liquor

Carnis were given to children in
tate of great nerve exhaustion.
" In both cases your preparation

ned to possess what you claimed

" A. E. BEIDGER,
" B.A., B.Sc, M.D..&C.

" Author of 'Digestion : Perfect
and Imperfect," ic.

" Orchard St., Portman Sq.,
London, \V."

Cancer.

Liquor Carnis in

;es of Dyspepsia,
er of Stomach,

Cancer and Debility,

to be efficacious a.s a, food,
nd very beneficial in th

afore-mentioned. In the case of
obstinate vomiting it was the only

hing which checked it, and acted as

" M. K. HARGREAVES, M.D.
Chandos St., Cavendish Sq., W."

Specimens Free on Application to the Manufacturers and Patentees,

The LIQUOR CARNIS COMPANY, Ld.
GENERAL OFFICES :

50, HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON.

LABORATORIES :

SMITHF1ELD WORKS, LONDON, E.C.
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